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Suffragette City brings together a collection of illustrated essays dedicated to exploring and analysing cases in which women have resourcefully leveraged or
defied the politics of gender to form and reform architecture and urbanism. Throughout much of modern history, women have been assigned to the margins
and expected to play passive social roles. Suffragette City draws on nineteenth- and twentieth-century architectural case studies from the English-speaking
world, including the USA, South Africa, Scotland, India and England, to examine places and moments when women stepped into the centre of public life and
claimed opportunities to shape the fabrics of their communities. Their engagements with the built environment consistently transcended architecture to
achieve the level of urbanism, as whole networks of relationships came into their purview, transforming the architecture of socio-political connection as well
as the confronting the physical divisions that have historically lain along racial, economic and gendered lines. Academics, researchers and students engaged in
architectural history, theory, urbanism, gender studies and social and cultural history will be interested in this fascinating, politically-charged text.
Studio environments can be defined as multi-dimensional integrated production spaces where basic design trainings take place and where design issues
including theoretical notions such as sociological, political, phenomenological, and other dimensions are discussed. Present approaches within the literature
and social media on this topic gives cause for students to evaluate their future professions over finished and pictorial products rather than ontological and
processual means. While there are many resources available on the present approaches of aesthetics and visuality of interior spaces, there is not much
research available on new design methodologies, related design processes, and new applied methods in interior arcitecture. Based on different contexts, these
methods of design practice have the potential to enrich design processes and create multiple discussion platforms within project studios as well as other
design media. These different representations and narration methods for research in the context of interior architecture can be effectively used in design
processes. The Handbook of Research on Methodologies for Design and Production Practices in Interior Architecture proposes new design methodologies
and related design processes and introduces new applied method approaches while presenting alternative methods that have been used within design studios
in the field of interior architecture. The chapters deal with four major sections: the design process and interdiciplinary approaches; then scenario
development and content; followed by material, texture, and atmosphere; and concluding with new approaches to design. While highlighting topics such as
spatial perception, design strategies, architectural atmosphere, and design-thinking, this book is of interest to architects, interior designers, practitioners,
stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students looking for advanced research on the new design metholodologies and processes for interior
architecture.
An unprecedented look at Frank Lloyd Wright's storied relationship with San Francisco and the Bay Area, highlighting local masterpieces as well as a
remarkable body of unbuilt works
Generally considered to be America's foremost postwar landscape architect, Daniel Urban Kiley's earlier work is not well known. This book focuses on
several of his more creative projects from the 1940s and 1950s, including more elaborate alternate plans.
Landscape and Vision
Rethinking Professionalism
The Sidewalk Companion to Santa Cruz Architecture
An Architectural Guidebook to San Francisco and the Bay Area
150
Golden Dreams
Maekawa Kunio and the Emergence of Japanese Modernist Architecture

A definitive guide provides information on the history and architecture of the nine San Francisco Bay Area
counties, providing a historical record of how the area developed to become what it is today. Original.
In The Instrumental University, Ethan Schrum provides an illuminating genealogy of the educational
environment in which administrators, professors, and students live and work today. After World War II,
research universities in the United States underwent a profound mission change. The Instrumental University
combines intellectual, institutional, and political history to reinterpret postwar American life through the
changes in higher education. Acknowledging but rejecting the prevailing conception of the Cold War university
largely dedicated to supporting national security, Schrum provides a more complete and contextualized
account of the American research university between 1945 and 1970. Uncovering a pervasive instrumental
understanding of higher education during that era, The Instrumental University shows that universities framed
their mission around solving social problems and promoting economic development as central institutions in
what would soon be called the knowledge economy. In so doing, these institutions took on more capitalistic
and managerial tendencies and, as a result, marginalized founding ideals, such as pursuit of knowledge in
academic disciplines and freedom of individual investigators. The technocratic turn eroded some practices that
made the American university special. Yet, as Schrum suggests, the instrumental university was not yet the
neoliberal university of the 1970s and onwards in which market considerations trumped all others. University of
California president Clark Kerr and other innovators in higher education were driven by a progressive impulse
that drew on an earlier tradition grounded in a concern for the common good and social welfare.
In 1951, designer Greta Magnusson Grossman observed that California design was "not a superimposed style,
but an answer to present conditions....It has developed out of our own preferences for living in a modern way."
California design influenced the material culture of the entire country, in everything from architecture to
fashion. This generously illustrated book, which accompanies a major exhibition at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, is the first comprehensive examination of California's mid-century modern design. It begins by
tracing the origins of a distinctively California modernism in the 1930s by such European �migr�s as Richard
Neutra, Rudolph Schindler, and Kem Weber; it finds other specific design influences and innovations in solidcolor commercial ceramics, inspirations from Mexico and Asia, new schools for design training, new concepts
about leisure, and the conversion of wartime technologies to peacetime use (exemplified by Charles and Ray
Eames's plywood and fiberglass furniture).The heart of California Design is the modern California home,
famously characterized by open plans conducive to outdoor living. The layouts of modernist homes by Pierre
Koenig, Craig Ellwood, and Raphael Soriano, for example, were intended to blur the distinction between
indoors and out. Homes were furnished with products from Heath Ceramics, Van Keppel-Green, and
Architectural Pottery as well as other, previously unheralded companies and designers. Many objects were
designed to be multifunctional: pool and patio furniture that was equally suitable indoors, lighting that was both
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task and ambient, bookshelves that served as room dividers, and bathing suits that would turn into ensembles
appropriate for indoor entertainment.California Design includes 350 images, most in color, of furniture,
ceramics, metalwork, architecture, graphic and industrial design, film, textiles, and fashion, and ten incisive
essays that trace the rise of the California design aesthetic.
A beautifully illustrated consideration of the life and career of modernist landscape architect Garrett Eckbo.
Modern Architecture and Reconstruction in Britain
Daniel Urban Kiley
Building the Post-war World
Modern Architecture and Solar Energy in the Cold War
Anna Halprin
Garden Heroes and Villains
Builders and Buyers in American Suburbs, 1945–1965
Japanese architecture's commanding presence on the world stage can be traced to the struggles of earlier generations of Japan's
modernist architects. This first book-length study of Maekawa Kunio (1905-1986) focuses on one of the most distinctive leaders in
Japan's modernist architectural community. In a career spanning the 1930s to the 1980s, Maekawa's work and critical writing put
him in the vanguard of the Japanese architectural profession. Jonathan Reynolds illuminates Maekawa's role as a bridge between
prewar and postwar architecture in Japan, focusing particularly on how he influenced modernism's ambivalence regarding
"tradition" and contemporary practice and the importance of technology in modernist design and ideology. Maekawa studied
architecture at the prestigious Tokyo Imperial University before moving to Paris in 1928 to work with Le Corbusier. The latter
experience had a powerful impact on Maekawa; he became an advocate for Le Corbusier and modernism when he returned to
Japan two years later. Throughout his career Maekawa designed residential, commercial, and government buildings in Japan and
abroad. He became particularly well known internationally for his approach to public architecture, especially museums and public
spaces such as the Tokyo Metropolitan Festival Hall. These projects illustrated the principles that earned Maekawa the respect
and admiration of architects the world over. Carefully researched, with numerous illustrations that complement discussions of
Maekawa's principal projects, Reynolds's book will be welcomed in the fields of architecture and design. It will also attract readers
interested in twentieth-century Japan, for in addition to highlighting Maekawa's architectural career, Reynolds portrays the broader
cultural context within which Maekawa and other Japanese architects and artists sought to be heard and recognized.
Publisher description
A narrative tour de force that combines wide-ranging scholarship with captivating prose, Kevin Starr's acclaimed multi-volume
Americans and the California Dream is an unparalleled work of cultural history. In this volume, Starr covers the crucial postwar
period--1950 to 1963--when the California we know today first burst into prominence. Starr brilliantly illuminates the dominant
economic, social, and cultural forces in California in these pivotal years. In a powerful blend of telling events, colorful personalities,
and insightful analyses, Starr examines such issues as the overnight creation of the postwar California suburb, the rise of Los
Angeles as Super City, the reluctant emergence of San Diego as one of the largest cities in the nation, and the decline of political
centrism. He explores the Silent Generation and the emergent Boomer youth cult, the Beats and the Hollywood "Rat Pack," the
pervasive influence of Zen Buddhism and other Asian traditions in art and design, the rise of the University of California and the
emergence of California itself as a utopia of higher education, the cooling of West Coast jazz, freeway and water projects of heroic
magnitude, outdoor life and the beginnings of the environmental movement. More broadly, he shows how California not only
became the most populous state in the Union, but in fact evolved into a mega-state en route to becoming the global
commonwealth it is today. Golden Dreams continues an epic series that has been widely recognized for its signal contribution to
the history of American culture in California. It is a book that transcends its stated subject to offer a wealth of insight into the
growth of the Sun Belt and the West and indeed the dramatic transformation of America itself in these pivotal years following the
Second World War.
From Native American sites in New Mexico and Arizona to the ancient earthworks of the Mississippi Valley to the most fashionable
contemporary buildings of Chicago and New York, American architecture is incredibly varied. In this revolutionary interpretation,
Upton examines American architecture in relation to five themes: community, nature, technology, money, and art. 109 illustrations.
40 linecuts. Map.
Suffragette City
Historic Residential Suburbs
A Historical Survey, 1673–1968
Into the Void Pacific
Handbook of Research on Methodologies for Design and Production Practices in Interior Architecture
The Changing Image of Affordable Housing
Sites Unseen
A follow up to "Gardeners, Gurus and Grubs", this collection of stories looks at the heroes and villains
of the gardening world. It talks about: how Heron of Alexandria surprised unwelcome visitors to his
garden in the ancient times by squirting water over them from his newly invented fountain; the story
of the garden gnome; and more.
More than fifteen years after the success of the first edition, this sweeping introduction to the
history of architecture in the United States is now a fully revised guide to the major developments
that shaped the environment from the first Americans to the present, from the everyday vernacular
to the high style of aspiration. Eleven chronologically organized chapters chart the social, cultural,
and political forces that shaped the growth and development of American towns, cities, and suburbs,
while providing full description, analysis, and interpretation of buildings and their architects. The
second edition features an entirely new chapter detailing the green architecture movement and
architectural trends in the 21st century. Further updates include an expanded section on Native
American architecture and contemporary design by Native American architects, new discussions on
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architectural education and training, more examples of women architects and designers, and a
thoroughly expanded glossary to help today's readers. The art program is expanded, including 640
black and white images and 62 new color images. Accessible and engaging, American Architecture
continues to set the standard as a guide, study, and reference for those seeking to better
understand the rich history of architecture in the United States.
For the house lover and the curious tourist, for the house buyer and the weekend stroller, for
neighborhood preservation groups and for all who want to know more about their community -- here,
at last, is a book that makes it both easy and pleasurable to identify the various styles and periods of
American domestic architecture. Concentrating not on rare landmarks but on typical dwellings in
ordinary neighborhoods all across the United States -- houses built over the past three hundred
years and lived in by Americans of every social and economic background -- the book provides you
with the facts (and frame of reference) that will enable you to look in a fresh way at the houses you
constantly see around you. It tells you -- and shows you in more than 1,200 illustrations -- what you
need to know in order to be able to recognize the several distinct architectural styles and to
understand their historical significance. What does that cornice mean? Or that porch? That door?
When was this house built? What does its style say about the people who built it? You'll find the
answers to such questions here. This is how the book works: Each of thirty-nine chapters focuses on
a particular style (and its variants). Each begins with a large schematic drawing that highlights the
style's most important identifying features. Additional drawings and photographs depict the most
common shapes and the principal subtypes, allowing you to see at a glance a wide range of examples
of each style. Still more drawings offer close-up views of typical small details -- windows, doors,
cornices, etc. -- that might be difficult to see in full-house pictures. The accompanying text is rich in
information about each style -- describing in detail its identifying features, telling you where (and in
what quantity) you're likely to find examples of it, discussing all of its notable variants, and revealing
its origin and tracing its history. In the book's introductory chapters you'll find invaluable general
discussions of house-building materials and techniques ("Structure"), house shapes ("Form"), and the
many traditions of architectural fashion ("Style") that have influenced American house design
through the past three centuries. A pictorial key and glossary help lead you from simple, easily
recognized architectural features -- the presence of a tile roof, for example -- to the styles in which
that feature is likely to be found. This eBook edition has been optimized for screen.
"The first investigation of the role of how modernist objects were marketed by affirming buyers'
racial and gender identities"-On the Wings of Modernism
Modern Landscapes for Living
Frank Lloyd Wright and San Francisco
Architectural Regionalism
An Unfinished Experiment in Living : Australian Houses 1950-65
The Instrumental University
California Design, 1930¿1965 Living In a Modern Way
In the popular imagination, public housing tenants are considered, at best, victims of intractable poverty and, at worst, criminals. More Than
Shelter makes clear that such limited perspectives do not capture the rich reality of tenants’ active engagement in shaping public housing into
communities. By looking closely at three public housing projects in San Francisco, Amy L. Howard brings to light the dramatic measures tenants
have taken to create—and sustain and strengthen—communities that mattered to them. More Than Shelter opens with the tumultuous institutional
history of the San Francisco Housing Authority, from its inception during the New Deal era, through its repeated leadership failures, to its
attempts to boost its credibility in the 1990s. Howard then turns to Valencia Gardens in the Mission District; built in 1943, the project became a
perpetually contested and embattled space. Within that space, tenants came together in what Howard calls affective activism—activism focused on
intentional relationships and community building that served to fortify residents in the face of shared challenges. Such activism also fueled crosssector coalition building at Ping Yuen in Chinatown, bringing tenants and organizations together to advocate for and improve public housing. The
account of their experience breaks new ground in highlighting the diversity of public housing in more ways than one. The experience of North
Beach Place in turn raises questions about the politics of development and redevelopment, in this case, Howard examines activism across
generations—first by African Americans seeking to desegregate public housing, then by cross-racial and cross-ethnic tenant groups mobilizing to
maintain public housing in the shadow of gentrification. Taken together, the stories Howard tells challenge assumptions about public housing and
its tenants—and make way for a broader, more productive and inclusive vision of the public housing program in the United States.
Published in conjunction with a major exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, An Everyday Modernism: The Houses of William
Wurster is the first large-scale examination of Wurster's fifty-year career and his important place in contemporary American architectural
thought. Featured here are photographs, drawings, and plans of over fifty of Wurster's projects, as well as many others by his contemporaries.
Essays by distinguished architectural historians and critics provide insight into both his professional and personal life while also exploring the
complex interplay of social and political forces that affected housing during the first half of this century.
Traces the evolution of American architecture from the late nineteenth century to the present day, arguing that America's unique blend of
cultures, sensibilities, and aspirations has shaped architectural development and examining how changes in style, from early skyscrapers, to Art
Deco in the 1920s, to today's modernist trends, reflect the social and political issues of their time. Original.
Economy and Architecture addresses a timely, critical, and much-debated topic in both its historical and contemporary dimensions. From the
Apple Store in New York City, to the street markets of the Pan American Highway; from commercial Dubai to the public schools of Australia, this
book takes a critical look at contemporary architecture from across the globe, whilst extending its range back in history as far as the Homeric
epics of ancient Greece. The book addresses the challenges of practicing architecture within the strictures of contemporary economies, grounded
on the fundamental definition of ‘economy’ as the well managed household – derived from the Greek oikonomia – oikos (house) and nemein
(manage). The diverse enquiries of the study are structured around the following key questions: How do we define our economies? How are the
values of architecture negotiated among the various actors involved? How do we manage the production of a good architecture within any
particular system? How does political economy frame and influence architecture? The majority of examples are taken from current or recent
architectural practice; historical examples, which include John Evelyn’s villa, Blenheim Palace, John Ruskin’s Venice, and early twentieth
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century Paris, place the debates within an extended critical perspective.
Selected Essays by Robert Gutman
J. R. Davidson
A House in the Sun
Mid-Century Modernism and the American Body
Building the 1939 San Francisco World's Fair
Economy and Architecture
Landscape and Race in the United States

Illustrated by a range of case studies of affordable housing options in Canada, this book examines the liveability and
affordability of twenty-first-century residential architecture. Focussing on the architects’ and communities’ commitment to
these housing programmes, as well as that of the private building sector, it stresses the importance of the context of the
neighbourhoods in which they are placed, which are either in the process of urban transition or already gentrified. In
doing so, the book shows how, and to what extent, twenty-first-century dwelling architecture developments can help to
create an integrated sense of community, diminish social and demographic exclusions in a neighbourhood and
incorporate people’s desires as to what their buildings should look like. This book shows that there are significant
architectural projects that help to meet the needs and desires of low- to middle-income households as well as
homeowners, and that gentrification does not necessarily lead to the displacement of low-income families and singles if
housing policies such as those highlighted in this book are put into place. Moreover, the migration of the middle class can
result in a healthy mix of classes out of which everyone can enjoy a peaceful and habitable coexistence.
The first large-scale examination of William Wurster's work.
The fascinating history of the twentieth century's most successful experiment in mass housing While the work of Frank
Lloyd Wright, Richard Neutra, and their contemporaries frequently influences our ideas about house design at the
midcentury, most Americans during this period lived in homes built by little-known builders who also served as
developers of the communities. Often dismissed as "little boxes, made of ticky-tacky," the tract houses of America's
postwar suburbs represent the twentieth century’s most successful experiment in mass housing. Houses for a New
World is the first comprehensive history of this uniquely American form of domestic architecture and urbanism. Between
1945 and 1965, more than thirteen million houses—most of them in new ranch and split-level styles—were constructed on
large expanses of land outside city centers, providing homes for the country’s rapidly expanding population. Focusing on
twelve developments in the suburbs of Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles, Barbara Miller Lane tells the
story of the collaborations between builders and buyers, showing how both wanted houses and communities that
espoused a modern way of life—informal, democratic, multiethnic, and devoted to improving the lives of their children. The
resulting houses differed dramatically from both the European International Style and older forms of American domestic
architecture. Based on a decade of original research, and accompanied by hundreds of historical images, plans, and
maps, this book presents an entirely new interpretation of the American suburb. The result is a fascinating history of
houses and developments that continue to shape how tens of millions of Americans live. Featured housing developments
in Houses for a New World: Boston area: Governor Francis Farms (Warwick, RI) Wethersfield (Natick, MA) Brookfield
(Brockton, MA) Chicago area: Greenview Estates (Arlington Heights, IL) Elk Grove Village Rolling Meadows
Weathersfield at Schaumburg Los Angeles and Orange County area: Cinderella Homes (Anaheim, CA) Panorama City
(Los Angeles) Rossmoor (Los Alamitos, CA) Philadelphia area: Lawrence Park (Broomall, PA) Rose Tree Woods
(Broomall, PA)
Published on the occasion of the expo's 75th anniversary, Into the Void Pacific is the first architectural history of the 1939
San Francisco World’s Fair. While fairs of the 1930's turned to the future as a foil to the Great Depression, the Golden
Gate International Exposition conjured up geographical conceits to explore the nature of the city's place in what
organizers called "Pacific Civilization." Andrew Shanken adopts D.H. Lawrence’s suggestive description of California as
a way of thinking about the architecture of the Golden Gate International Exposition, using the phrase “void Pacific” to
suggest the isolation and novelty of California and its habit of looking West rather than back over its shoulder to the
institutions of the East Coast and Europe. The fair proposed this vision of the Pacific as an antidote to the troubled
Atlantic world, then descending into chaos for the second time in a generation. Architects took up the theme and
projected the regionalist sensibilities of Northern California onto Asian and Latin American architecture. Their eclectic,
referential buildings drew widely on the cultural traditions of ancient Cambodia, China, and Mexico, as well as the
International Style, Art Deco, and the Bay Region Tradition. The book explores how buildings supported the cultural and
political work of the fair and fashioned a second, parallel world in a moment of economic depression and international
turmoil. Yet it is also a tale of architectural compromise, contingency, and symbolism gone awry. With chapters organized
around the creation of Treasure Island and the key areas and pavilions of the fair, this study takes a cut through the work
of William Wurster, Bernard Maybeck, Timothy Pflueger, and Arthur Brown, Jr., among others. Shanken also looks
closely at buildings as buildings, analyzing them in light of local circumstances, regionalist sensibilities, and national and
international movements at that crucial moment when modernism and the Beaux-Arts intersected dynamically.
American Architecture
A European Contribution to California Modernism
Garrett Eckbo
A History
California in an Age of Abundance, 1950-1963
The United States Air Force Academy
The Definitive Guide to Identifying and Understanding America's Domestic Architecture
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Landscape and Race in the United States is the definitive volume on racialized landscapes in the United States. Edited by
Richard Schein, each essay is grounded in a particular location but all of the essays are informed by the theoretical vision
that the cultural landscapes of America are infused with race and America's racial divide. While featuring the black/white
divide, the book also investigates other social landscapes including Chinatowns, Latino landscapes in the Southwest and
white suburban landscapes. The essays are accessible and readable providing historical and contemporary coverage.
The first collection of scholarly essays on women and art in Canadian history.
Architect-designed houses of the period 1950-65 proposed an innovative response to the social, economic, and climatic
conditions of post-war Australia. At the same time they embraced the aesthetic, technological, and egalitarian aspirations
of modern architecture. An Unfinished Experiment in Living traces the emergence of this architectural phenomenon in
Australia, documenting the full range of its expression: from the postwar optimism of the early 1950s through to the
affluence of the 1960s. It is a catalogue of the most significant houses of the period. It includes comprehensive plans and
period photographs of 150 houses from around Australia, dating from a time when the great Australian dream was the
single family house. This book puts forward new research founded on the premise that the most significant houses of the
1950s and 60s represent an unfinished and undervalued experiment in modern living. Issues such as the open plan, the
changing nature of the family, the embrace of advances in technology, the use of the courtyard, and the orientation of the
house to capture sun and privacy, were valuable and critical lessons. This is a compelling reminder of their continuing
relevance. [Subject: Architecture, Design, Australian History, Sociology]
Architecture and sociology have been fickle friends over the past half century: in the 1960s, architects relied on
sociological data for design solutions and sociologists were courted by the most prestigious design schools to lecture and
teach. Twenty years later, at the height of postmodernism, it was passe to be concerned with the sociological aspects of
architecture. Currently, the rising importance of sustainability in building, not to mention an economical crisis brought on in
part by a real-estate bubble, have forced architects to consider themselves in a less autonomous way, perhaps bringing
the profession full circle back to a close relationship with sociology. Through all these rises and dips, Robert Gutman was
a strong and steady voice for both architecture and sociology. Gutman, a sociologist by training, infiltrated architecture's
ranks in the mid-1960s and never looked back. A teacher for over four decades at Princeton's School of Architecture,
Gutman wrote about architecture and taught generations of future architects, all while maintaining an "outsider" status that
allowed him to see the architectural profession in an insightful, unique way.
Heimat, Globalization, and the Built Environment
Race, Gender, and the Politics of Power in Design
Vernacular Modernism
Experience as Dance
The Early Gardens
An Everyday Modernism
Women and Art in Canada, 1850-1970
Second Suburb uncovers the unique story of Levittown, Pennsylvania, and its significance to American social,
architectural, environmental, and political history.
In this rapidly globalizing world, any investigation of architecture inevitably leads to considerations of
regionalism. But despite its omnipresence in contemporary practice and theory, architectural regionalism
remains a fluid concept, its historical development and current influence largely undocumented. This
comprehensive reader brings together over 40 key essays illustrating the full range of ideas embodied by the
term. Authored by important critics, historians, and architects such as Kenneth Frampton, Lewis Mumford,
Sigfried Giedion, and Alan Colquhoun, Architectural Regionalism represents the history of regionalist thinking
in architecture from the early twentieth century to today.
Kay Fisker (1893-1965) is considered one of the most influential Danish architects of the twentieth century,
and yet there has existed until now no in-depth English-language study of his works and writing. Published as
part of the Bloomsbury Studies in Modern Architecture series, which brings to light the work of significant yet
overlooked modernist architects, this book examines Fisker's key projects – from his early railway stations
and innovative housing projects to the Danish Academy in Rome – and analyses his work as a historian and
writer. Fisker's output is closely associated with the functional tradition, a hybridization of international
modernism and regional architectural typologies, and this book shows how his architectural poetics can be
understood as an amalgamation of an ideal order with the contingent conditions of landscapes and urban
sites. Hybridization is not only a valuable notion for understanding Fisker, the book argues, it can also be
applied to an understanding of modernist architecture as a whole, with its various expressions, agendas and
tensions both regionally and internationally.
Building the Post-War Worldoffers for the first time an overall account of Modern Architecture in the decade
after the Second World War.
Houses for a New World
Works and Ideas in Danish Modern Architecture
Design, Gentrification and Community in Canada and Europe
Modern Architectural Theory
The Houses of William Wurster
More Than Shelter
USA
Vernacular Modernism advocates a rethinking of the importance of the vernacular as part of the modernist discourse of place, from art to literature, from
architectural to social practice.
Julius Ralph Davidson is widely known as the architect of Thomas Mann’s house. Born 1889 in Berlin, Davidson left Germany in 1923 and emigrated to
the USA. In Los Angeles, he designed some 150 projects, among them three houses for the experimental Case Study House Program. This long overdue
publication is a comprehensive documentation of Davidson’s life and work, highlighting J.R.’s contribution to modernism in California in the 1930s and
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1940s.
Sites Unseen challenges conventions for viewing and interpreting the landscape, using visual theory to move beyond traditional practices of describing and
classifying objects to explore notions of audience and context. Treats landscape as a spatial, psychological, and sensory encounter, opening a new dialogue
for discussing the landscape outside the boundaries of current art criticism and theory.
A House in the Sun describes a number of experiments in solar house heating in American architectural, engineering, political, economic, and corporate
contexts from the beginning of World War II until the late 1950s. Houses were built across the Midwest, Northeast, and Southwestern United States, and
also proposed for sites in India, South Africa, and Morocco. These experiments developed in parallel to transformations in the discussion of modern
architecture, relying on new materials and design ideas for both energy efficiency and claims to cultural relevance. Architects were among the myriad
cultural and scientific actors to see the solar house as an important designed element of the American future. These experiments also developed as part of a
wider analysis of the globe as an interconnected geophysical system. Perceived resource limitations in the immediate postwar period led to new
understandings of the relationship between energy, technology and economy. The solar house - both as a charged object in the milieu of suburban
expansion, and as a means to raise the standard of living in developing economies - became an important site for social, technological, and design
experimentation. This led to new forms of expertise in architecture and other professions. Daniel Barber argues that this mid-century interest in solar
energy was one of the first episodes in which resource limitations were seen as an opportunity for design to attain new relevance for potential social and
cultural transformations. Furthermore, the solar discussion established both an intellectual framework and a funding structure for the articulation of and
response to global environmental concerns in subsequent decades. In presenting evidence of resource tensions at the beginning of the Cold War, the book
offers a new perspective on the histories of architecture, technology, and environmentalism, one more fully entangled with the often competing dynamics of
geopolitical and geophysical pressures.
Education in Service of the National Agenda after World War II
Collected Writings on Place, Identity, Modernity, and Tradition
Guidelines for Evaluation and Documentation for the National Register of Historic Places
Kay Fisker
Modern Architectures in History
Architecture From the Outside In
Women, Politics, and the Built Environment

Modern Architectural Theory is the first book to provide a comprehensive survey of architectural theory, primarily in Europe and
the United States, during three centuries of development. In this synthetic overview, Harry Mallgrave examines architectural
discourse within its social and political context. He explores the philosophical and conceptual evolution of its ideas, discusses the
relation of theory to the practice of building, and, most importantly, considers the words of the architects themselves, as they
contentiously shaped Western architecture. He also examines the compelling currents of French rationalist and British empiricist
thought, radical reformation of the theory during the Enlightenment, the intellectual ambitions and historicist debates of the
nineteenth century, and the distinctive varieties of modern theory in the twentieth century up to the profound social upheaval of the
1960s. Modern Architectural Theory challenges many assumptions about architectural modernism and uncovers many new
dimensions of the debates about modernism.
Traces the history of the United States Air Force Academy's construction from conception to completion, demonstrating how
production was a result of political maneuvering involving the military.
Levittown, Pennsylvania
Architecture in the United States
Activism and Community in San Francisco Public Housing
A Field Guide to American Houses
Second Suburb
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